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Abstract. We report on a novel and extensive lattice QCD analysis for the
three-gluon vertex from quenched lattice-QCD simulations. Using standard
Wilson action, we have computed the three-gluon vertex beyond the usual kine-
matic restriction to the symmetric (q2 = r2 = p2) and soft-gluon (p = 0)
cases where it depends on a single momentum scale. The so-dubbed bisec-
toral case (r2 = q2 , p2), where the transversely projected vertex can be cast
in terms of three independent tensors, have been the object of a recent exhaus-
tive scrutiny [1], also shown in this communication. Herein, beyond this special
case, results for kinematic configurations with three different squared momenta
are also presented. All data considered, the lattice estimate of the three-gluon
vertex exhibits a clear dominance of the tree-level tensor form factor.

1 Introduction

The intricate features of the three-gluon vertex, intrinsically related to the non-perturbative
nature of the infrared dynamics of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), have been widely
studied in the last few years [1–26] and, importantly, connected with the emergence of a mass
in the gauge sector the theory [27–41]. The three-gluon vertex is a distinctive ingredient of
QCD, triggered by its non-abelian nature and responsible for the appearance of asymptotic
freedom at high energies and for the unavoidable need of implementation of non-perturbative
methods to investigate its low-energy regime. The vertex itself can be computed using non-
perturbative techniques, and a fruitful coordinate effort has been thus far developed, both
using lattice-QCD and continuum methods, to unveil its structure, properties and main impli-
cations.

Knowledge of three-gluon vertex is of great phenomenological relevance as, for instance,
it is a key ingredient for continuum methods such as Dyson-Schwinger Equations (SDE) for
gluon or quark propagator or quark-gluon vertex, or for Bethe-Salpeter Equations (BSE) for
mesons or glueballs [42, 43].

In the present work, the transversely projected three-gluon vertex is computed using large
statistics quenched SU(3) field configurations in the Landau gauge and for general kinemat-
ics. Previous studies have focused on either the case of one vanishing momentum (soft-gluon
limit) or three equal squared momenta (symmetric limit). More recently, we have furthermore
presented results [1] for kinematic configurations belonging to the denominated bisectoral
case, in which two squared momenta are the same but differ from the third one (r2 = q2 , p2).
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Figure 1. The kinematic configuration of the three-gluon vertex (left diagram) represented by the
Cartesian coordinates (q2, r2, p2) (right picture). All kinematics allowed are contained in a circle around
the symmetric case (q2 = r2 = p2, green dot). The bisectoral line for r2 = q2 (thick gray), and the
particular soft-gluon (orange solid circle), and symmetric (green) cases appear depicted. The other two
bisectoral lines (black dashed) and their corresponding soft-gluon limits (black dots) are also illustrated.

We report these results on this note, but also extend them by considering configurations with
three different squared momenta, covering thereby the full kinematic domain available to the
three-gluon vertex.

2 Kinematics of the three-gluon vertex

The three-point Green’s function is the correlation function 〈Ãa
α(q)Ãb

µ(r)Ãc
ν(p)〉, with Ãa

α(q)
standing for a SU(3) gauge field in Fourier-space with color index a, Lorentz index α and
momentum q. Focusing on the color asymmetric part of the Green’s function, we will com-
pute the quantity:

Gαµν(q, r, p) =
1
24

f abc〈Ãa
α(q)Ãb

µ(q)Ãc
ν(q)〉 (1)

from which the transversely projected vertex, Γαµν(q, r, p), can be extracted as

Gαµν(q, r, p) = gΓαµν(q, r, p)∆(q2)∆(r2)∆(p2) (2)

where ∆(q2) stands for the gluon propagator at a scale q2 and g is the SU(3) coupling constant.
The three-gluon vertex depends on the three incoming momenta, q, r and p, which, owing

to momentum conservation, are restricted by q + r + p = 0. Therefore, any scalar form
factor can be written as a function of q2, r2 and p2; and each kinematic configuration can
be represented as a point in the positive octant of a three-dimensional space with axes q2,
r2 and p2, with all symmetric configurations (q2 = r2 = p2) occupying the octant diagonal.
Alternatively, the vertex form factors can be also written in terms of angles. For example,
one may choose two squared momenta (let them be q2 and r2) and their angle, defined by
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cos θqr = (p2 − q2 − r2)/2
√

q2r2, instead of the third squared momenta, p2. The following
symmetric combination of momenta,

s2 = (q2 + r2 + p2)/2 , (3)

can be defined such that all the configurations sharing the same value of s2 lie on a plane per-
pendicular to the octant diagonal, the distance from the plane to the origin given by 2s2/

√
3.

Furthermore, a second combination of momenta,

t2 =

√
(q2 − r2)2 + (r2 − p2)2 + (p2 − q2)2/

√
3 , (4)

can be seen to measure the distance from the symmetric point to the one representing a
given configuration, within the plane characterized by its s2-value. Momentum conservation
imposes an upper bound for this distance, t2 ≤

√
2/3s2 (white circle in Fig. 1), thus defining

a cone around the octant diagonal containing all possible kinematic configurations for the
three-gluon vertex. As an illustration, one can move along the line for the bisectoral case,
q2 = r2 (thick gray line in Fig. 1), from the soft-gluon limit, p2 = 0 (orange dot), up to
the co-linear limit reached at p2 = 4q2 (which corresponds to q = r = −p/2). In terms
of the angle, varying p2 from 0 to 4q2 along the bisectoral line implies for the angle θqr its
decreasing from π to 0.

As will be exposed below, one can capitalize on the Bose symmetry to characterize the
three-gluon vertex through scalar form factors expressed in terms of s2 and t2, supplemented
by an additional third symmetric combination of momenta [1, 8].

3 A Bose-symmetric tensor representation

The one-particle irreducible (1PI) three-gluon vertex can be decomposed into a pole-free
component and a term only comprising the massless longitudinal poles triggering the
Schwinger mechanism for gluon mass generation, IΓαµν = Γαµν + Vαµν [44–46]. The pole-
free component, Γαµν, can be expanded in a full basis consisting of 14 tensors [47]:

Γαµν(q, r, p) =

10∑
i=1

Xi(q2, r2, p2)`i(q, r, p) +

4∑
i=1

Yi(q2, r2, p2)ti(q, r, p) , (5)

four of them transverse, ti, and the rest, `i, non-transverse. Through a lattice QCD simula-
tion, one can only access the transversely projected vertex, Eq. (2), which is the transverse
projection of the full 1PI vertex:

Γαµν(q, r, p) = IΓαµν(q, r, p)Pαα′ (q)Pµµ′ (r)Pνν′ (p) = Γαµν(q, r, p)Pαα′ (q)Pµµ′ (r)Pνν′ (p) , (6)

where Pαα′ (q) = gαα′ − qαqα′/q2. As Γαµν(q, r, p) is transverse, it can be expressed only as a
combination of the four transverse tensors ti, although a more suitable representation follows
instead from the use of a fully Bose-symmetric basis. The Bose symmetry implies for Γαµν,
defined by Eqs. (1,2) as the contraction of a Green’s function with the fully antisymmetric
tensor f abc, its reversing the sign under exchange of both gluon Lorentz indices and momenta,
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e.g. (q, α)←→ (r, µ). We have then chosen the following basis tensors [1]:

λ̃
αµν
1 = Pα

α′ (q)Pµ
µ′ (r)Pν

ν′ (p)
[
`
α′µ′ν′

1 + `
α′µ′ν′

4 + `
α′µ′ν′

7

]
, (7a)

λ̃
αµν
2 =

3
2s2 (q − r)ν

′

(r − p)α
′

(p − q)µ
′

Pα
α′ (q)Pµ

µ′ (r)Pν
ν′ (p) , (7b)

λ̃
αµν
3 =

3
2s2 Pα

α′ (q)Pµ
µ′ (r)Pν

ν′ (p)
[
`
α′µ′ν′

3 + `
α′µ′ν′

6 + `
α′µ′ν′

9

]
, (7c)

λ̃
αµν
4 =

(
3

2s2

)2 [
tαµν1 + tαµν2 + tαµν3

]
; (7d)

each obeying the same antisymmetric property as Γαµν, with ti and `i corresponding to the ten-
sors of the so-called Ball-Chiu basis (e.g., Eqs. (3.4,3.6) in [23]). The transversely projected
vertex can be then written as

Γ
αµν

(q, r, p) =

4∑
i=1

Γi(q2, r2, p2 )̃λαµνi (q, r, p) , (8)

Bose symmetry guaranteeing that Γi(q2, r2, p2) are symmetric under permutations of two
momenta. In Eqs. (7a-7d), λ̃αµν1 is chosen to be the tree-level tensor, which displays a
non-zero component in all possible kinematic configurations. Given special configura-
tions, the four tensors are not independent. Particularly, for soft-gluon cases, there is only
one linearly independent tensor; for the symmetric case, there are two, usually taken as
limq2=r2=p2 λ̃

αµν
1,2 (q, r, p) [48]; and for the bisectoral (represented by the vertical gray line in

Fig. 1) there are three: the corresponding limit from the tensor (7d) can be easily recast as a
linear combination of those from (7a-7c) [1].

Bose symmetry enforces then the invariance of the form factors Γi(q2, r2, p2) under ex-
change of momenta, such that they must be functions of a Bose-symmetric combination of
q2, r2 and p2, as s2 or t2 introduced earlier. A detailed derivation of the latter can be based on
the properties of the irreducible representations of the permutation group [8], or grounded on
a geometrical analysis [1].

4 Results

The scalar form factors Γi(q2, r2, p2) can be projected out from the lattice data for Γαµν(q, r, p)
and renormalized by applying the standard momentum subtraction scheme (MOM), as de-
scribed in [1]. The corresponding form factors obtained for general kinematics have been rep-
resented in Fig.2 as a function of s2 and for a subraction point µ=4.3 GeV. In the plot, about
3000 points have been displayed, representing each a kinematic configuration (q2, r2, p2)
constrained by the following cuts: |q2 − r2|/s2, |r2 − p2|/s2, |p2 − q2|/s2 < 0.35, removing
configurations near the three bisectoral lines in the triangle of Fig. 1; and t2/s2 < 0.7, which
prevents from taking the ones lying close to the circumference (t2 =

√
2/3s2). The reason to

exclude those kinematics is that their form factors have to be projected out by the inversion of
a matrix taking eigenvalues approaching zero (in the bisectoral limit, for example, there are
only three independent tensors instead of four), exhibiting a behavior compatible with that
for selected kinematics but significantly increasing the statistical noise.

Two outstanding results emerge from Fig. 2. the first is that only the form factor asso-
ciated to λ̃1, the tree-level tensor, displays a clear non-zero signal. For the three others, one
is left with a very poor signal to noise ratio, and they can be thus taken to deliver a null or
negligible result. The second remarkable outcome is that the form factors are seen to depend
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β L4/a4 a (fm) confs
5.6 324 0.236 2000
5.8 324 0.144 2000
6.0 324 0.096 2000
6.2 324 0.070 2000

Table 1. Quenched configurations employed for lattice calculations.

Figure 2. Form factors Γ1 R(q2, r2, p2) to Γ4 R(q2, r2, p2) obtained from the gauge-field configurations of
Tab. 1 plotted in terms of s, from top left to bottom right Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ4. These plots show the kinematics
that are not bisectoral, i.e., none of the momenta squared are equal. For these kinematics the four tensors
(7a-7d) are independent. The kinematic configurations near q2 = r2 (lying on the gray line in Fig. 1) or
the equivalent cases r2 = p2 or p2 = q2 or the kinematics where t4 approaches its maximum value (lying
near the circle in Fig. 1 have been discarded. For those case, the projection matrix takes eigenvalues
which approach zero, leading to very noisy results. The renormalization point is µ=4.3 GeV.

only on the Bose-symmetric variable s2: when plotted in terms of this variable, the form fac-
tors for all the different combinations of (q2, r2, p2), whose geometric representation lie on a
plane defined by the same s2, take the same value. This property has been exposed and named
thereby planar degeneracy in Ref. [1], through a systematic analysis of the three-gluon ver-
tex from lattice QCD in the bisectoral kinematics (thick gray line of Fig. 1). The latter is the
first lattice study confirming this special behavior of the three-gluon vertex, which had been
formerly introduced from a continuum analysis with a particular truncation scheme [8]. The
novelty of the results presented here is that they come from the first lattice study for general
kinematics, exploring any class of configurations and the evaluation of the form factors for
the four tensors, when they are independent.

In the bisectoral case q2 = r2, only three tensors become independent, the bisectoral limits
of Eqs. (7a-7c), whose corresponding form factors have been evaluated in Ref. [1]. For the
symmetric case, only contributions from λ̃1 and λ̃2 survive in Eqs. (7a-7b); while, in the soft-
gluon cases (p = 0, r = 0 or q = 0), only λ̃1 from Eq. (7a) contributes. Therefore, as the form-
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factor Γ1 is the only present in all the special cases under consideration (soft-gluon, symmetric
and bisectoral), being furthermore the one delivering a clear significant signal and a non-
negligible result in general kinematics, we have chosen to display its lattice estimates for
different kinematics, all together in Fig. 3. The plot makes remarkably apparent that, plotted
in terms of s2, the results for all the different kinematics compares very well, exhibiting the
same behavior. The statistical spreading of the data for general kinematics becomes larger
than those for the bisectoral case, as can be expected for a number of accessible momenta
triads increasing very fast when the kinematics is extended. A positive outcome of this fact
would be, in principle, its providing a great set of data scaling in terms of s2 for the application
of H4-extrapolation methods [49–51], thus allowing for a more refined treatment of lattice
discretization artifacts. All together, the feature highlighted by Figs. 2 and 3 can be condensed
in the following result:

Γ
αµν

(q, r, p) ≈ Lsg

(
q2 + r2 + p2

2

)
λ̃
αµν
1 (q, r, p) , (9)

as a very suitable approximation for the transversely projected three-gluon vertex, where λ̃1
is given by Eq. (7a) and Lsg stands for the only surviving form factor in the soft-gluon limit:
Lsg(s2) ≡ Γ1(s2, s2, 0).

Figure 3. Illustration of the scaling of lattice data for the scalar form factor Γ1 R(q2, r2, p2) in terms the
symmetric combination of momenta s, for the different kinematics analyzed (in the legend). Each color
represents the data for the four lattice setups in Tab. 1.The normalization point is µ = 4.3 GeV.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a quenched lattice calculation of the transversely projected three-gluon
vertex for general kinematics. Using a Bose-symmetric basis, we found that the tree-level
tensor clearly dominates over the three others. Moreover, we have observed that the vertex
form factors depend predominantly on the special variable s2 = (q2 +r2 + p2)/2; i.e., the form
factors take the same value for all kinematics configuration lying within the plane defined by
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s2 = cte shown in Fig. 1. This planar degeneracy of the form factors, found empirically, has
at the current stage no deeper understanding of its origin, but also appears in the context of
DSE analysis [8], and its confirmation induces a remarkable simplification for physical ap-
plications that depend on the structure of the three-gluon vertex, namely Eq. (9). Particularly,
it can be successfully applied to evaluate the so-called displacement function [52] from the
lattice, a key ingredient showing the activation of the Schwinger mechanism for the gluon
mass generation through the Slavnov-Taylor identity involving the three-gluon vertex.
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